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Abstract
Under the inﬂuence of an external ﬁeld many systems exhibit slow relaxations processes. In that sense, we study
the Physics of this behavior/process in the early stages of its evolution on bidimensional Ising systems using Monte
Carlo simulations at a broad range of temperature and spins up concentration. The Monte Carlo simulations were
done up to second neighbors interactions shown a more stable dynamic regime than ﬁrst neighbors interactions, when
the systems energy is considered. The behavior of relative energy/spin and the relative perimeter (the line between
spin up and spin down regions) are monitored against Monte Carlo steps. Also, our ﬁndings show that the stretching
index (a2) exhibit values below the borderline (1) in a broad range of concentration below 50% and temperature from
0.5 ≤ T ≤ 4.5 (in units of J/kB , where J is the ferromagnetic constant and kB is the Boltzmann constant).
c©2011 Published by Elsevier B. V.
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1. Introduction
Slow relaxation process are very important in the behavior of many systems. This behavior can be observed
in: hot-carrier relaxation in colloidal graphene quantum dots [1], magnetoresistence in AlGaAs-GaAs quantum well
structures quenched in a magnetic ﬁeld [2], conductance of amorphous hoppig insulators [3], conductivity and simple
aging in mesoporous silicon [4], structural relaxation [5], viscoelasticity, dielectric relaxation, etc... As usual, to
capture the slow relaxation behavior it is possible to use an exponential like: f (t) = a0 exp [−a1 · ta2 ] where, if the
index a2 vary from 0 < a2 < 1 we have the foreseen behavior.
We are interested in the dynamics of bi-dimensional Ising spin systems with inspiration on works done on crum-
pled papers by experimentalists [6] and theoreticians [7]. Both contributions associate the slow relaxation behavior of
tensions on crumpled papers to its fractal dimensions. In spite of these ﬁndings, the results of [7] were done only in
one temperature regime and spin up concentrations near percolation threshold for a bi-dimensional system. Also, the
systems used resemble a crumpled paper, in other words the systems are large tissues (only one big cluster). Those
contributions inspired us to study similar systems at a broad range of temperature and spins up concentration. This is
what we will explore in the next sections.
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2. Methodology
In this work, we are interested in the dynamics of bi-dimensional Ising spin systems. The spins are distributed
randomly using a simple algorithm where spins up concentration is used as probability of a particular site has a spin
pointing up; otherwise the site has a spin down orientation. All the simulations were done on bi-dimensional systems




Ji jS i · S j −
∑
[i, j]
Ji jS i · S j. (1)
take into account the ﬁrst (the term with < i, j > sings on the right side of Eq. 1) and, in some cases, the second (the
term with [i, j] on the right side of Eq. 1) neighbors interactions. In our simulations the ferromagnetic constants for
ﬁrst and second neighbors interactions are identical and set to Ji j = 1. Usually the second neighbors ferromagnetic
interactions are smaller; however our simulations shows that the attribution made in this report does not impose a
restrictive behavior on the system. The systems dynamics can be governed by Glauber [8] (two opposite non neighbor
spins are randomly choosed) or Kawasaky [9] (two opposite neighbor spins are randomly choosed) models, to keep
the total magnetization constant - our order parameter. A Monte Carlo process is modeled using those dynamics and
the Glauber statistics, the total energy is obtained through ﬁrst and second neighbors interactions Eq. 1. The system is
in contact with a heat reservoir where the temperature can vary, as well as spins up concentration can also be varied.
Our systems do not obey periodic boundary conditions. The results shown below are representative since as many as
hundreds simulations were done.
The external ﬁeld is modeled by the interaction of the system with two horizontal spins up lines at top/bottom of
the system, see Fig. 1. Those lines resembles the external pressure ﬁeld as in [6].
Figure 1: On the left side, we have an example of the system study with a random distribution of Ising spins system, with spin up probability equal
to percolation threshold (pc = 0.5927). On the right side, spatial distribution of spins after:(a) 20×103, (b) 50×103 (c) 110×103 and (d) 660×103
Monte Carlos steps. The temperature of the system is T = 2J/kB = 0.8814Tc, where Tc is the temperature at phase transition (for ﬁrst neighbors
interactions Tc = 2.269J/kB).
It is possible to associate a spin model like this to another important model named gas model, through an appro-
priate transformation:
S i = 2 σi − 1, (2)
when S i = 1 means that the spin up correspond to an occupied site σi = 1, and S i = −1 means that spin down




i j σi · σ j −
∑
[i, j]
i j σi · σ j +C. (3)
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But now we have a diﬀerent interpretation, with the Eq. 3 we can measure the length of the contour (perimeter)
between empty (S i = −1 or σi = 0) and occupied (S i = 1 or σi = 1) regions. To identify clusters and to check if
percolation was attained for some simulations we use the Hoshen-Kopelman [10] algorithm.
3. Results and Discussions
An example of the studied system can be seen on the left side of Fig. 1. The black points (areas), between the
horizontal top/bottom lines of spins up, can be associated to spins up and blank areas (points) associated to spins
down. The external inﬂuence is present through two parallel lines, at top and bottom of that ﬁgure, of spins up so the
interaction of those spins upon the system is take into account.
Figure 2: Here wee see (at pc = 0.5927, in the vertical axes E{in f } means relaxation energy when PMC is very large, E(0) means relaxation energy
in the beginning of simulation and E the instantaneous energy): in (a) the behavior of relative energy variation during Monte Carlo simulation with
Glauber dynamics and statistics with ﬁrst neighbours interactions and, in (b) the relative energy curve ﬁtting (dashed red line) showing that in the
early stages of the dynamics we get slow relaxations process (in the inset wee see a2 < 1). PMC means Monte Carlos steps. The temperature of
the system is T = 2J/kB = 0.8814Tc, where Tc is the temperature at phase transition (for ﬁrst neighbors interactions Tc = 2.269J/kB). Throughout
of this report all graphs shows averages of ten distinct simulations, also the error bar is smaller then the points in the graphs.
When the dynamics is governed by Glauber model in the sense that two opposite non neighbor spins are ﬂipped
and only with ﬁrst neighbor interactions are taking place, the evolution is dramatic and the system goes from a gas to
a condensed phase (spins up and down segregate completely) as can be seen on the right side of Fig. 1 following the
dynamics at various Monte Carlo steps ((a)→(d)) - see the caption.
Also when we examine the relative energy stabilization along Monte Carlo steps (MCs), as can be seen on the
left side of Fig. 2, its easy to visualize a rapid energy saturation as the tail of that graph at long MCs. However,
if we concentrate on the early stages of that dynamics we get the slow relaxation process as can be seen in the
exponential curve ﬁtting (dashed red line) on the right side (b) of Fig. 1. The function that ﬁts the simulation is
f (t) = 1.0048 exp [−1.35744 · t0.92253] so a2 = 0.92253 < 1 characterizing the desired behavior. Seems that the slow
relaxation process is not only associate to Kawasaki dynamics on gas of spins: may spins up concentration be an
important player in this problem?
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Figure 3: Spatial distribution of spins after:(a) 20 × 103, (b) 50 × 103 (c) 110 × 103 and (d) 660 × 103 Monte Carlos steps. On left side only ﬁrst
neighbors interactions considered and, on the right side both ﬁrst and second neighbors interactions are active. The temperature of the system is
T = 2J/kB = 0.8814Tc, where Tc is the temperature at phase transition (for ﬁrst neighbors interactions Tc = 2.269J/kB and for second neighbors
interactions Tc = 5.376J/kB).
The scenario changes dramatically when we move to Kawasaki dynamics, only two opposite neighbor spins could
be ﬂipped at each MCs . The system does not condensate unless at extremely long time scale (long MCs). In Fig. 3:
on left side we get the structural spins distribution with only ﬁrst neighbors interactions and, on right side with ﬁrst
and second neighbors interactions. As wee can see the structural modiﬁcations between the two approach are seen on
details of the smooth contours between the domains of spins up (black areas) and down (white areas). Also, in both
approaches, the system still percolates. Similar spatial distribution can be seen on atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images of polystirene-polybutadiene copolymer [11]
Observing the relative energy variation along MCs in Fig. 4, at top ((a) and (b) graphs) only ﬁrst neighbors
interactions and at bottom ((c) and (d) graphs) ﬁrst and second neighbors interactions, the (a) and (c) graphs shows the
dynamics at long time steps are very diﬀerent. Also, when compared to (a) graph of Fig. 2 it is clear why the system
does not shows condensations at same MCs (time). When we focus on the early stages of the dynamics we still get
slow relaxation behavior, not so strong when up to second neighbor interactions are present; since with ﬁrst neighbor
interactions ((b) graph with exponential curve ﬁtting on top side of Fig. 4 with f (t) = 0.9950 exp [−0.46171 · t0.750189])
so a2 = 0.75019 and up to second neighbors interactions ((d) graph with exponential curve ﬁtting on bottom side of
Fig. 4 with f (t) = 0.9959 exp [−0.52568 · t0.99497]) so a2 = 0.99497.
We decide to focus our attention from now to the rest of this report only on simulations using Kawasaki dynamics
up to second neighbors interactions. The reason to do that is associated to the fact that the systems turned to be more
stable with interactions up to second neighbors.
How the temperature guide the stretching factor (a2)? In Fig. 5 we show how the behavior of stretching factor with
temperature, at spins up concentration from 5 to 15%. Seems that, at very low spins up concentration (up to 10%) the
stretching factor is getting lower with temperature rise. The spins distribution is so sparse that the interaction energy
with up to second neighbor does not compensate the thermal energy and the relaxation turns smaller. Also, at low spin
up concentration the inﬂuence of the external ﬁeld (parallel horizontal spin up lines at top and bottom of the system)
should be weak. So, we believe that at low concentration the inﬂuence of temperature on the stretching factor should
be more representative then the external ﬁeld.
As soon as the concentration increase, for instance in Fig. 5 at 15% concentration, the inﬂuence of the external
ﬁeld should follow. From Fig. 5 we see that there are two regime, at low and high temperatures. At low temperatures,
the relaxation process is more pronounced, high values of a2. The spin distribution is not so sparse and the interaction
between external ﬁeld (horizontal top/bottom) associated with up to second neighbor spins interaction should over-
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Figure 4: Here wee see (at pc = 0.5927, in the vertical axes E{in f } means relaxation energy when PMC is very large, E(0) means relaxation energy
in the beginning of simulation and E the instantaneous energy), on the top side only ﬁrst neighbor interactions and on bottom side up to second
neighbors interactions. In graphics (a) and (c) the behavior of relative energy variation during Monte Carlo simulation with Kawasaki dynamics and
Glauber statistics and, in (b) and (c) the respective relative energy curve ﬁtting (dashed red line) showing that in the early stages of the dynamics
we get slow relaxations process (in exponential curve ﬁtting wee get a2 < 1 - see text). PMC means Monte Carlo steps. The temperature of the
system is T = 2J/kB = 0.8814Tc, where Tc is the temperature at phase transition (for ﬁrst neighbors interactions Tc = 2.269J/kB and for second
neighbors interactions Tc = 5.376J/kB).
come the thermal contribution. However, at high temperatures, the thermal energy contribution overcome the spins
interactions (with the external ﬁeld and up to second neighbors) and the system turns to a slow relaxation regime.
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Figure 5: Behavior or stretching factor a2 at representative concentrations as well as long various temperature regime.
At even larger concentrations these two regimes are still present. However, with a not pronounced separations as
seen on Fig. 5 at 15% concentration.
4. Conclusions
The Monte Carlo simulations done with up to second neighbors interactions shown a more stable dynamic regime
than ﬁrst neighbors interactions, when the system energy is considered. The behavior of relative energy/spin and the
relative perimeter (the line between spin up and spin down regions) were monitored against the Monte Carlo steps.
Also, our ﬁndings show that the stretching index (a2 ) exhibit values below the borderline (1) in a broad range of
concentration below 50% and a broad range of temperature from 0.5 ≤ T ≤ 4.5 (in units of J/kB , where J is the
ferromagnetic constant). At lower concentrations (up to 10%) there is only one regime of relaxation. The thermal en-
ergy does overcome the interaction with the external ﬁeld and the Ising (Eq. 1) contribution. At concentrations higher
than 15%, there are two regimes: at lower temperatures where the thermal contribution is weak and the relaxation is
more pronounced and; at higher temperatures where the thermal energy contribution overcomes the spins interactions
and the systems shows a even more slow relaxations process. Only around 15% concentration there is a expressive
separation between these two regimes.
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